Electric Vehicle Benefits Add Up

$ 3,172
$ 1,616
$ 1,204
$ 2,285
+$ 1,867
$10,144*

*for each EV over 8 years of operation. For details see: https://evadc.org/EVInfo

Electric Vehicle Benefits Add Up

$ 3,172 Economic
$ 1,616 Environmental
$ 1,204 Health
$ 2,285 Energy Security
+$ 1,867 Electric System
$10,144* Benefits to Virginia

For more details, references, and the full report see: https://evadc.org/EVInfo
These Bills Support Electric Vehicles and Virginia

EVs create benefits that extend across local communities, states, countries, and the world.

Zero Emission Vehicle Standards will codify Virginia’s commitment to clean transportation and will promote EV availability in Virginia.

Joining the TCI will create funding mechanisms and reduce transportation emissions.

$3,500 point-of-sale EV rebates will provide multiple benefits to Virginia and its drivers.

Create an additional $1,000 EV incentive for low-to-moderate income communities.

Pass a bill to mandate Virginia Department of General Services to prioritize EVs for State fleet.

Pass a bill to mandate that the VA Department of Rail and Public Transportation prioritize the purchase of Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Buses in their fleets.

For more information see: https://evadc.org/EVInfo